Abstract For the two sixth-order polynomials a(s) and b(s), Hurwitz stability of their convex combination is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a polynomial c(s) such that c(s)/a(s) and c(s)/b(s) are both strictly positive real. Our reasoning method is constructive, and is insightful and helpful in solving the general robust strictly positive real synthesis problem.
By the definition of SPR, it is easy to know that the Hurwitz stability of the convex combination of a(s) and b(s) is necessary for the existence of polynomial c(s) such that c(s)/a(s) and c(s)/b(s) are both SPR. In [10, 11, 16] , it was proved that, if a(s) and b(s) have the same even (or odd) parts, such a polynomial c(s) always exists; In [1, 10, 11, 14, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27] , it was proved that, if n ≤ 4 and a(s), b(s) ∈ K (K is a stable interval polynomial set), such a polynomial c(s) always exists; Recent results show that [19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29] , if n ≤ 5 and a(s) and b(s) are the two endpoints of the convex combination of stable polynomials, such a polynomial c(s) always exists. Some sufficient condition for robust SPR synthesis are presented in [1, 4, 8, 14, 19, 20, 23] , especially, the design method in [19, 20] is numerically efficient for high-order polynomial segments and interval polynomials, and the derived conditions are necessary and sufficient for low-order polynomial segments and interval polynomials. This paper shows that, for the two sixth-order polynomials a(s) and b(s), Hurwitz stability of their convex combination is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a polynomial c(s) such that c(s)/a(s) and c(s)/b(s) are both SPR. This also shows that the conditions given in [19, 20] are also necessary and sufficient, and the open problem above has a positive answer for the case of sixth-order polynomial segment. Our reasoning method is constructive, and is useful in solving the general robust SPR synthesis problem.
In this paper, P n stands for the set of n-th order polynomials of s with real coefficients, R stands for the field of real numbers, ∂(p) stands for the order of polynomial p(·), and H n ⊂ P n stands for the set of n-th order Hurwitz stable polynomials with real coefficients.
In the following definition, p(·) ∈ P m , q(·) ∈ P n , f (s) = p(s)/q(s) is a rational function.
Definition 1 [25] f (s) is said to be strictly positive real(SPR), if
If f (s) = p(s)/q(s) is proper, it is easy to get the following property:
The following theorem is the main result of this paper:
, the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a polynomial c(s) such that c(s)/a(s) and c(s)/b(s) are both Strictly Positive Real is
Since SPR transfer functions enjoy convexity property, by Property 1, we can easily get the necessary part of the theorem.
To prove sufficiency, we must first introduce some lemmas.
, then the following quadratic curve is an ellipse in the first quadrant of the x-y-z-p space:
and this ellipse is tangent with the line
, tangent with the line
..
Proof Since a(s) is Hurwitz stable, Lemma 2 is proved by a direct calculation.
Proof Since a(s) is Hurwitz stable, Lemma 3 is proved by a direct calculation.
For notational simplicity, denote
In what follows, (A, B) stands for the set of points in the line segment connecting the point A and the point B in the x-y-z-p space, not including the endpoints A and B. Denote Proof Suppose (x, y, z, p) ∈ Ω a ∩ Ω b , let c(s) := s 5 + (x − ε)s 4 + ys 3 + zs 2 + ps + ε, ε > 0, ε sufficiently small.
In order to prove that ∀ω ∈ R, Re[ c(jω) a(jω) ] > 0, let t = ω 2 , we only need to prove that, for any ε > 0, ε sufficiently small, the following polynomial f 1 (t) satisfies
Since (x, y, z, p) ∈ Ω a , by the definition of Ω a , it is easy to know that
Moreover, we obviously have f 1 (0) > 0, and for any ε > 0, when t is a sufficiently large or sufficiently small positive number, we have f 1 (t) > 0, namely, there exist 0 < t 1 < t 2 such that, for all ε > 0,
tg 1 (t),
, by a direct calculation, we have
Namely,
Similarly, since (x, y, z, p) ∈ Ω b , there exist 0 < t 3 < t 4 such that, for all ε > 0, t ∈ [0, t 3 ]∪[t 4 , +∞), we have f 2 (t) > 0,where
Thus, by choosing 0 < ε < min{
and Ω a λ e3 are three ellipses in the first quadrant of the x-y-z-p space, denote
Apparently, when λ changes continuously from 0 to 1, Ω a λ will change continuously from Ω a to Ω b , Ω 
Since w = −uv, r = −v 2 , l is tangent with Ω b ek , by a direct calculation, we have
¿From (1) and (2), we obviously have ∀λ ∈ [0, 1], The sufficiency of Theorem 1 is now proved by combining Lemmas 1-6.
Remark 1 From the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that this paper not only proves the existence, but also provides a design method.
Remark 2
The method provided in this paper is constructive, and is insightful and helpful in solving the general robust SPR synthesis problem. This subject is currently under investigation.
Remark 3
Our results can easily be generalized to discrete-time case. 
Remark 5
The stability of polynomial segment can be checked by many efficient methods, e.g., eigenvalue method, root locus method, value set method, etc. [3, 5] .
